LACQUER RED!

GUAL DESIGN

When you think of red, so many things come to mind, it is multi-layered with numerous
meanings. Does it make your heart race? Does it scream a statement? Does it play well with
others? “Lacquer Red!” is internal power harnessed into a single hue. It has the passion and
energy of red, but within its depth emerges a more refined colour, one that is simultaneously
independent and supportive in design.
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“Lacquer Red!” makes a statement, surely, but it does so with a muted appeal. It insinuates
the darkest red varieties of tulips, calla lilies, and roses have buried within their silky petals.
And, of course, the deep crimson leaves of autumn echo “Lacquer Red!’s” beauty and its role
in the seasonal colour palette.
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As a colour for cabinetry or furnishings, it creates a call to attention and beckons the viewer
to interact with the colour, embraced by its comforting, dark hue. As an accent colour, it can
highlight a feature wall, glorify solitaire furniture, or add importance to accessories. It is an
elegant counterpoint to wood tones and succeeds in various sheen levels.
A natural vibe is felt with “Lacquer Red!” when it is combined with off-white Raw Cotton,
skinimbued “Touch!”, and brown “Hands on!”. The combination suggests a quartet of lush
grounded colours with the tactile offerings of earth. To move the energy needle higher,
combine it with the wood grain of Fossil Evoke Oak, bright red “Feel alive!” and Mineral Grey.
The bold red and stronger contrasts add excitement to the undercurrent of “Lacquer Red!’s”
subdued power.
No matter how “Lacquer Red!” is used or combined, it is lush and rich and its smoldering,
sensory quality adds a unique element as it makes its quietly bold statement.
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